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1. More Related Work
Behavioral Research on Human Navigation. The be-
havioural research of navigation of human beings has a long
history and is still under active research [14, 6, 16, 15, 1, 2,
4]. Yet, it is not well understood how we human carry out
the learning process of navigation in our brain to allow us
to navigate in a familiar or unfamiliar environment. How-
ever, according to [14, 16, 15, 1], we humans use a range
of different cognitive processes when we navigate. For ex-
ample, we identify representative landmark cues, memorize
our goal location, and identify the shortest route to that goal
location. A significant number of research have supported
such dissociable cognitive aspects. The human intuitions
for remote embodied navigation we referred to in this pa-
per is a set of commonsense rules and heuristics that come
from observations of humans life experiences, which shares
a similar motivation mentioned in [5]. Our work has al-
so proved that drawing on such observations in high-level
VLN is a promising direction.

2. Implementation Details
In this section, we introduce the implementation detail-

s of the pre-training stage and the action decoding stage.
In pre-training stage, we first present the sampled dataset-
s information of the Scene Grounding task and the Object
Grounding task. Second, we introduce the ViLBERT model
used in the pre-training stage. Third, we illustrate the action
decoder architecture and the training parameters in detail.

2.1. Pre-training Stage Details

Scene Grounding Task. The Scene Grounding training
dataset consists of 10312 samples, each containing an in-
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struction and four viewpoints out of which one is positive.
The sampling strategy is illustrated in the main paper. We
evaluate the effectiveness of this task by asking the mod-
el trained to identify the true target viewpoint given the
ground-truth path. We report the accuracy on the Val Seen
(1423 paths) and Val UnSeen (3521 paths) REVERIE.

Object Grounding Task. The image based grounding
dataset contains 67432 training samples and the viewpoint
based object grounding dataset contains 4356 training sam-
ples. The sampling strategy is presented in the main paper.
Similar to [12], we evaluate the performance of this model
on the ground-truth target viewpoint and report the object
grounding accuracy.

Model Details. The ViLBERT model used in Scene
Grounding task and Object Grounding task consists of a lan-
guage stream, a vision stream and a cross modal alignment
layers block. The language stream utilizes a BERTBASE

architecture [3], which has 12-layer of transformer blocks
and each block having a hidden state size of 768 and 12 at-
tention heads. The vision stream and the cross modal align-
ment block use 6-layer transformer blocks and each having
a hidden state size of 1024 and 8 attention heads respective-
ly. Following [8, 9], the language stream is initialized with
BERT weights pre-trained on the BookCorpus [18] and En-
glish Wikipedia datasets. Then, the ViLBERT model is pre-
trained on the Conceptual Captions dataset [11] as well as
the 12 tasks specified in [9]. Finally, it is fine-tuned on our
Scene Grounding task and Object Grounding task respec-
tively. In the Scene Grounding task, the Scene Grounding
model is trained with the Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 4e − 5 and a batch size of 32 for 10 epochs. In
the Object Grounding task, the Object Grounding model is
first trained on the image based Object Grounding dataset
with the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 4e − 5
and a batch size of 128 for 20 epochs. Then, it is further
fine-tuned on the viewpoint based Object Grounding dataset
with the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e− 5 and
a batch size of 128 for 10 epochs. We use a linear decay
learning rate schedule with warm up to train the aforemen-



tioned models. All models are trained on NVIDIA Geforce
2080Ti GPUs with 11GB memory using Pytorch [10].

2.2. Action Decoding Stage Details

The V iLEncoder is composed of a ViLBERT model pre-
trained on the Scene Grounding task and a Bi-directional
LSTM layer. The Dh in the BiLSTM is set to 512. The
V iLPointer is ViLBERT model pre-trained on the Object
Grounding task. The Nmem and Nstate used in the memo-
ry blocks are set to 3 according to our ablation study in the
ablation study. We follow the same RL setting as [13] that
sets the discounted factor to 0.9 and adopts reward shaping
[17]. We train the agent with the Adam Optimizer [7] with
a learning rate of 1e − 4, weight decay of 5e − 4, batch
size of 64 and the maximum decoding action length of 40.
We clip the global gradient norm at 40. We train the a-
gent for 13000 iterations and report the final performance.
All experiments have been conducted on NVIDIA Geforce
2080Ti GPUs with 11GB memory using Pytorch [10].

3. Evaluation Metrics Details
In this section, we illustrate the details of the evaluation

metrics. Following [12], we evaluate the performance of
the model based on REVERIE Success Rate (RGS) and
REVERIE Success Rate weighted by Path Length (RG S-
PL). Besides, we report the performance of our method on
the following metrics in the REVERIE dataset. It is worth
noting that the target object is only observable within 3 me-
ters of the target viewpoint.

• Navigation Success Rate is the percentage of the tar-
get object observable at the agent’s final location.

• Navigation Oracle Success Rate measures the per-
centage of the target object that can be observed at one
of the agent’s passed viewpoints.

• Navigation Success Rate weighted by Path Length
(SPL) is the navigation success rate weighted by the
trajectory length.

• Navigation Length is the trajectory length in meters.

• REVERIE Success Rate (RGS) is calculated as the
percentage of the output bounding box that has an IoU
≥ 0.5 with the ground truth box.

• REVERIE Success Rate weighted by Path Length
(RG SPL) is REVERIE success rate weighted by the
trajectory length.

4. Qualitative Examples
In this section, we show a number of qualitative exam-

ples of how our proposed agent performs in both Val Seen

environment (from Fig. 1 to Fig. 4) and Val Unseen environ-
ment (from Fig. 5 to Fig. 8). Besides, we also visualize five
representative failed cases illustrating the typical mistakes
our agent make to better understand how our agent works.
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Go to the closet and give me the pair of blue shoes that are on the third shelf from the bottom

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object and the green bounding boxes are candidate objects.

Figure 1. The successful navigation and localization qualitative example result on Val Seen dataset.



Go to your right when entering the front door and enter the office on your left with a big desk in it and no 
doors to the room and stand at the black desk in the middle of the office

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object and the green bounding boxes are candidate objects.

Figure 2. The successful navigation and localization qualitative example result on Val Seen dataset.



Go to the bathroom with the white ruffle shower curtain and Elliana monogrammed on the towel off the 
bedroom with the big metal E behind the bed and check if there is any toilet paper on the holder next to the 
toilet

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object and the green bounding boxes are candidate objects.

Figure 3. The successful navigation and localization qualitative example result on Val Seen dataset.



Leave the kitchen into the hall to your right and cross the hall to other end of house and to your right there is a 
bedroom with grey walls and a orange stripe going around the room and look at the black control on the wall 
to your left soon as you enter the bedroom

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object and the green bounding boxes are candidate objects.

Figure 4. The successful navigation and localization qualitative example result on Val Seen dataset.



Go to the mudroom and clean the counter

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object and the green bounding boxes are candidate objects.

Figure 5. The successful navigation and localization qualitative example result on Val Unseen dataset.



Go to the dining room on level 2 and smash the table vase

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object and the green bounding boxes are candidate objects.

Figure 6. The successful navigation and localization qualitative example result on Val Unseen dataset.



Go to the hallway on level 2 with the cross hanging on the wall and bring me the photo across from the light 
switch

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object and the green bounding boxes are candidate objects.

Figure 7. The successful navigation and localization qualitative example result on Val Unseen dataset.



Go to the bedroom on level 1 that has a lot of red designs on top of the bed a painting depicting flowers above 
the bed and a ceiling-mounted chandelier in the center of the room and tell me if the chandelier is turned on

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object and the green bounding boxes are candidate objects.

Figure 8. The successful navigation and localization qualitative example result on Val Unseen dataset.



Go to second level balcony attached to the master bedroom and pick up the black and white stripped pillow 
closest to the tv

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The left column denotes the agent’s navigation steps and the right column shows the ground truth navigation 
steps.

Figure 9. The failed navigation qualitative example result. In this example, the agent first successfully navigates to second level but failed
to enter the correct bedroom and stopped at a wrong viewpoint.



Push in the chair nearest the door in the office

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object, the green bounding boxes are candidate objects and 
the blue bounding box is the ground truth bounding box.

Figure 10. The failed localization qualitative example result. In this example, the agent first successfully navigates to the target viewpoint
but failed to localize the target object because the V iLPointer module thinks the white chair is closer to the office door than the black
chair, which is reasonable as it is hard to decide which one is closer.



Go to the dining room on level 2 and bring me the plate

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object, the green bounding boxes are candidate objects and 
the blue bounding box is the ground truth bounding box.

Figure 11. The failed localization qualitative example result. In this example, the agent first successfully navigates to the target viewpoint
but failed to localize the target object because of the ambiguous meaning of “the plate” in the high-level instruction.



Go to the office that is next to a piano on level 1 and bring the bottle from the shelf

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object, the green bounding boxes are candidate objects and 
the blue bounding box is the ground truth bounding box.

Figure 12. The failed localization qualitative example result. In this example, the agent first successfully navigates to the target viewpoint
but failed to localize the target object because of the ambiguous meaning of “the bottle on the shelf” in the high-level instruction.



Go to second level balcony attached to the master bedroom and pick up the black and white stripped pillow 
closest to the tv

Instruction

Navigation steps of the scene-intuitive agent. The red arrow shows the action chosen by the agent. The Stop
sign means the agent stops at corresponding viewpoint.

The red bounding box denotes the localized output object, the green bounding boxes are candidate objects and 
the blue bounding box is the ground truth bounding box.

Figure 13. The failed localization qualitative example result. In this example, the agent first successfully navigates to the target viewpoint
but failed to localize the target object because it failed to capture the relative position of similar objects (“the black and white stripped
pillow”) in the scene.


